A. Group meeting area
B. Gray whale sculptures
C. Elephant seals, peregrine falcons
D. Salmon and rockfish life cycles
E. Jellies
F. Otter exhibits
G. Marine mammal pelts
H. Swell shark pups and egg case
I. "Our Ocean's Edge" photo exhibit
J. Swell shark touch pool
(Open at posted times if shark behavior permits)
K. Invertebrate touch pool
L. Rocky reef tank
M. Scavenger hunts
N. Spotting scopes on Shipwreck Deck
O. Ocean Discovery Shop
(6 kids maximum per adult chaperone)
P. Studying sharks
Q. Wall of scientists

See pathway map on reverse side
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Walk the “Path of Outdoor Giants” at your own pace. Observe and learn about elephant seals T, blue whales U, and gray whales W.